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An amazing book of expect the autistic community This book is the finest information on the net on what's truly helping
children to seriously Get over autism. relevant info there's. Interventions from this book, including a transformation in
diet, vitamin supplements, chelation and others, possess helped my 2 kids tremendously. The reserve is well crafted,
clear and provides a guide for both parents and experts. It was partially written with the intent of helping other
physicans to use this protocol and to give them benefit of the many hours spent in researching the complexities and
treatments because of this devastating disease.... The information is priceless and through implementing this program, I
now have my child "back". It's something that if you do properly will reap you, and your child, plenty of rewards.. he's
recovering and is now a verbal, interactive and lively little boy... the child I never thought I'd possess the blessing of
holding in my arms once again.. and what might probably help him to recover..he was withdrawn, non responsive,
perseverative and non verbal before these lab tests were done and an individual plan was developed and implemented
for his recovery.. McCandless on her behalf relentless initiatives for these precious children. I see this book as only a
beacon of hope for the recovery and improvement of several children. McCandless was among the first authors to create
on this topic, and this is still one of the best books out here about them. But things are much, much better than these
were and improving each day. Few other doctors have spent such period and also have such a solid history of actually
helping kids to recover . Best parents table reference for kids on the spectrum.... McCandless for your untiring efforts
and I look forward to your next edition with the most recent updates. basically the best one, the one with the most
practical and . Because of Dr. Parts of the book may be considered somewhat specialized for the layman but as a parent
whose child is autistic I GREATLY appreciated the explanations of assessments and explanations of what has happened
to my child.Are my boys "healed" from their autism? Place that one in the set of books to read first and recommend to
additional moms. Something I discovered in this journey is that we are alone with very little help from conventional
medicine and we need to help and support one another and pass out any good info we have. It is a physical illness, not
mental, due to, for most kids, vaccine injury. Best parents desk reference for kids on the spectrum This book not merely
saved our son's life, but totally reversed his ASD diagnosis by age 6. EASILY were to pass along only one book to a
parent who has just had their child diagnosed with Autism, this might be it! (And I've dozens on Autism.) This book
offers you many parts to the complex puzzle of Autism all in one book. Each child is different and Dr. No. Could it be
recognized by traditional mainstream medicine? No, nonetheless it works and it must be. Sometime not too much in the
future, it will be. McCandless provides spent years dealing with fine physicians and researchers and patients worldwide
to develop protocols that help the autistic children in our society. It has produced them healthier, happier children and
our lives very much much better. Don't simply take my word for this.It's not the easiest read. We're extremely blessed
to have doctors like Dr. If this concerns you, perhaps you could try Jepson's Changing the Course of Autism or Buckley's
Curing Our Autistic Children first. It's the first step to finding some answers for you and your child. An excellent
explanation of the how and why for biomedical treatment of autism As a Mom of 3, 2 of whom have autism, I can say the
biomedical approach worked wonders in our household. From the books I've read about autism so far, simply the best
one, the one with practical and important information on how best to help our kiddos. McCandless did an excellent job of
covering so many options and so much material that it is bound to help every parent who reads it. and a guide book for
family members and physicans that was desperately needed.I've met plenty of plenty of parents who didn't believe in
biomed at first, but became big believers following trying GFCF diet and supplementation. I understand lots of folks will
tell you firmly to avoid people offering "snake oil" when it comes with treatments and therapies for autism. As a Mother
of two autistic males, I've run into quite a few of these salesmen myself. This book's author is not one of those
salesmen. Just amazing just how much good & Purchase it yourself and watch as your son or daughter improves with
one of these interventions. It's dense with scientific data and terminology. McCandless who are willing to write a
reserve such as this to greatly help parents help their very own children start to progress. Both these are much more
available to those of us without scientific backgrounds. But you should, get back to this after you have an improved
grasp of the topic..Don't let anyone tell you that there is no wish, that autism is a genetic condition.You should, routine
the ABA therapy and speech therapists and OT. But don't skip biomedical intervention.. YES. I agreed with nearly
everything. The writing is easy to comprehend, concise, research-backed .. Much gratitude Dr. this reserve is certainly a



'must' for everyone, even those without kids, needing to heal their adult bodies! We're all laden with metals and our
bodies are not functioning as they were generations back, before the introduction of chemtrails and pollution and poor
soil. A must-read and a must-follow. Five Stars Great reserve with valueable information.! We do everything in the book
and down the road, more.. Finally a book that helps our children with Autism get better! Five Stars Such an informative
book! This reserve gives you concrete things you can do and the scientific explanations why you should try them. I have
not gotten far into this book yet, but I curently have found it thus useful. Just amazing how much good & Dr. A must-
read for pediatricians! Just amazing. This is a terrible book! This is garbage! It is an insult to parents who have children
with autism. We are desperate to find information to help our children, and then you have snake oil salesmen writing
garbage to make a buck; It really is revolting to me also to all readers! The info in here's junk! Don't waste materials
your cash. The more analysis I do, the more it all points back again to this back. relevant info there is A godsend of book
to parents w/ autistic children. I think that every pediatrician should read this book and would definitely benefit from it!
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